The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008^[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}^ (GINA) protects individuals from genetic discrimination in health insurance and employment contexts. Within GINA's employment-related provisions is Section 208, which is an express limitation of liability on the basis of genetic information to disparate treatment claims, meaning that claims based on disparate impact theory are not permitted.^[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}^ Congress did not intend for this to be a permanent exclusion without further consideration, however. Instead, GINA provided that an eight-member commission to be known as the 'Genetic Nondiscrimination Study Commission' was to be empaneled on six years following the passage of the law to 'review the developing science of genetics and to make recommendations to Congress regarding whether to provide a disparate impact cause of action under this Act'.^[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}^ The composition of the study commission was also set by statute (presumably to ensure, at least in spirit, bipartisanship), with the Majority and Minority Leaders of the Senate, the House Speaker and Minority Leader, the HELP Committee Chair and Ranking Member, and the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Committee on Education and Labor in the House of Representatives each entitled and obligated to appoint one member.^[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"}^ The commission was to complete its work and deliver a report within one year.

BACKGROUND ON EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION, DISPARATE IMPACT LIABILITY, AND EQUALITY {#sec2}
=================================================================================

The broader context^[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}^ of employment discrimination law and the American legal system\'s approach to equality within which GINA was enacted is useful for understanding how and why GINA's disparate impact liability exclusion is both significant and a serious legislative shortcoming.^[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}^ Prior to GINA, employment nondiscrimination was advanced via Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII),^[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"}^ Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA),^[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"}^ and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).^[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"}^

Claims for unfair employment discrimination under Title VII^[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"}^ may be brought under theories of disparate treatment and disparate impacts.^[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"}^ In 1971 the Supreme Court clarified in *Griggs v Duke Power Co.* that Congress had intended for Title VII to stop 'not only overt discrimination but also practices that are fair in form, but discriminatory in operation'.^[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"}^ Similar burden-shifting frameworks are used to prove claims based on disparate treatment^[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"}^ or disparate impact.^[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"}^ When an employee makes a *prima facie* case of disparate impact discrimination, the employer may avoid liability if the challenged practice or policy is 'job related' and consistent with a 'business necessity' (ie there is no alternative policy or practice available that could, without the discriminatory effects, achieve the employer\'s legitimate goals^[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"}^). During the Reagan administration and with the reshaped Supreme Court in the 1980s, disparate impact theory was weakened,^[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"}^ and Congress specifically responded to the judicial activism with passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 to clarify its enduring intent to prohibit both forms of discrimination.^[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"}^ In 1994, during the Clinton administration, the Attorney General^[18](#fn18){ref-type="fn"}^ issued a memo to all administrative agencies explaining, "Enforcement of the disparate impact provisions is an essential component of an effective civil rights compliance program...Facially neutral policies and practices that act as arbitrary and unnecessary barriers to equal opportunity must end. This was the goal...when it became law and it remains one of the highest priorities of this Administration.^[19](#fn19){ref-type="fn"}^"

Twenty-six administrative agencies have regulations addressing disparate impacts (for Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964),^[20](#fn20){ref-type="fn"}^ but Court decisions in the 2000s further undermined enforcement efforts^[21](#fn21){ref-type="fn"}^ making it increasingly difficult for disparate impact claims to be successful.

Opponents have produced 'manufactured tension' between disparate treatment and disparate impact theories.^[22](#fn22){ref-type="fn"}^ This tension---pitting disparate treatment, framed as intentional and direct discrimination, against disparate impacts, framed as unintentional and merely indirect effects---is, in part, due to varying conceptualizations of equality itself.^[23](#fn23){ref-type="fn"}^ Under formal equality, differences are to be disregarded and treatment the same. Accordingly, formal equality focuses on an anticlassification principle. Because any classification or deviation from same treatment is considered suspect, a formal model of equality makes it difficult to impose any remedial measures, such as affirmative action. One scholar has lamented, 'adherence to formal equality has seemingly eclipsed our moral and political aspirations for social justice'.^[24](#fn24){ref-type="fn"}^ Others have described formal equality as necessary but insufficient^[25](#fn25){ref-type="fn"}^ and 'an empty vessel that other normative values must 'fill' by dictating which traits to forbid'.^[26](#fn26){ref-type="fn"}^

Under substantive equality, however, the fundamental principle is non-subordination.^[27](#fn27){ref-type="fn"}^ Ignoring differences (rather than valuing difference) is seen a shortcoming of formal equality, as treating differently situated individuals the same could perpetuate inequality rather than remedy it. Substantive equality models, thus, would have the law question the basis of perceived sameness and difference so that appropriate inclusionary, antidiscrimination measures can be taken in any given context.^[28](#fn28){ref-type="fn"}^ Whereas a formal equality model adopts 'blindness' toward off-limits categories or forbidden classifications, a substantive equality model adopts a 'consciousness' of historical privilege, oppression, and vulnerabilities. The latter model would allow differential treatment that challenges or seeks to correct the historical oppression (including reasonable accommodations and diversity initiatives). Disparate impact liability is part of a substantive equality model, 'values merit, and questions only whether employers have too quickly seized on employment practices that assess merit only imperfectly, and at considerable cost to...equality of opportunity'.^[29](#fn29){ref-type="fn"}^

While a formal equality model has dominated the law in the United States,^[30](#fn30){ref-type="fn"}^ substantive equality and non-subordination principles have been considered the foundation of employment discrimination law (at least until relatively recently).^[31](#fn31){ref-type="fn"}^ It is within this broader context that GINA's disparate impact liability exclusion and departure from non-subordination principles must be viewed.

THE VAGUE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY FOR GINA'S DISPARATE IMPACT LIABILITY EXCLUSION {#sec3}
=============================================================================

How the disparate impact liability exclusion became part of the legislation remains somewhat of a mystery. While there were five congressional hearings^[32](#fn32){ref-type="fn"}^ (see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) held prior to the insertion of the provision that would limit employer liability for disparate impacts (see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), there was no discussion on the record regarding whether neutral employment policies with discriminatory effects (ie disparate impacts) would be banned along with disparate treatment. Even during the two congressional hearings held after its insertion,^[33](#fn33){ref-type="fn"}^ the topic was not covered sufficiently on the record.^[34](#fn34){ref-type="fn"}^ In 2007 there were two brief remarks on the record signaling that business and trade lobbyists (such as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce) were trying to narrow the bill\'s scope in any way possible and, as the bill moved closer to passage, the discussion homed in on ensuring that with this legislation Congress was targeting 'intentional and deliberate discrimination' rather than an 'accidental' violation.^[35](#fn35){ref-type="fn"}^ The deliberations over GINA took place within the context of the broader debate---and bitter partisan division---over health care reform, with a Republican-controlled Congress blocking President Bill Clinton from achieving substantial health care reforms desired by Democrats. Republicans held control of the House of Representatives during the bulk of GINA's legislative history, having gained control in the 1994 mid-term elections and retaining that control until the 2006 mid-term elections. Republicans similarly held control of the Senate with exception of 2001--2002 following the move by Sen. James Jeffords (VT) to leave the Republican party to become an independent caucusing with the Democrats (see Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The early genetic nondiscrimination bills never even made it to the floor for a vote while the Republicans controlled Congress. By the time the Democrats regained control of Congress with the 2006 mid-term elections, it is not surprising that they would strategically choose to advance the compromised bill that had already been endorsed by President George W. Bush rather than revisiting the text to remove this limitation on liability and jeopardize the bipartisan support it had gained thus far or risk a potential presidential veto.

###### 

Relevant Congressional Hearings.

  Congress   Date of Hearing   Senate Committee                         Committee Chairman              Hearing Number     Hearing Title
  ---------- ----------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  104        7/25/1996         Labor and Human Resources                Nancy Landon Kassebaum (R-KS)   S. Hrg. 104--556   Advances in Genetics Research and Technologies: Challenges for Public Policy
  105        5/21/1998         Labor and Human Resources                James M. Jeffords (R-VT)        S. Hrg. 105--580   Genetic Information and Health Care
  106        7/20/2000         Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions   James M. Jeffords (R-VT)        S. Hrg. 106--647   Genetic Information in the Workplace
  107        7/21/2001         Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions   Edward M. Kennedy (D-MA)        S. Hrg. 107--178   Fulfilling the Promise of Genetic Research: Ensuring Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance and Employment
  107        2/13/2002         Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions   Edward M. Kennedy (D-MA)        S. Hrg. 107--286   Protecting Against Genetic Discrimination: The Limits of Existing Laws

###### 

Legislative History of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 and Its Disparate Impact Provision.

  *Congress*   *Bill Number*   *Name of Bill*                                                             *Sponsor*                 *Date Introduced*   *Number of Co-Sponsors*                   *Vote (If Any)*   *Was Bill\'s Scope Health Insurance and Employment?*   *Did It Mention 'Disparate Impact'?*
  ------------ --------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------
  104          S.1694          Genetic Information Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance Act of 1995      Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      4/23/1995           1 (0 original)                            n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  104          S.1416          Genetic Privacy and Nondiscrimination Act of 1995                          Mark Hatfield (R-OR)      11/15/1995          2 (1 original)                            n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  104          HR.2690         Genetic Privacy and Nondiscrimination Act of 1995                          Clifford Stearns (R-FL)   11/25/1995          35(0 original)                            n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  104          HR.2748         Genetic Information Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance Act of 1995      Louise Slaughter (D-NY)   12/7/1995           76 (24 original)                          n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  104          S.1600          Genetic Fairness Act of 1996                                               Dianne Feinstein (D-CA)   3/7/1996            1 (1 original)                            n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  104          S.1898          Genetic Confidentiality and Nondiscrimination Act of 1996                  Pete Domenici (R-NM)      6/24/1996           5 (0 original)                            n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  105          HR.306          Genetic Information Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance Act of 1997      Louise Slaughter (D-NY)   1/7/1997            213 (43 original)                         n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  105          HR.328          Genetic Information Health Insurance Nondiscrimination Act of 1997         Gerald Solomon (R-NY)     1/7/1997            10 (0 original)                           n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  105          HR.341          Genetic Privacy and Nondiscrimination Act of 1997                          Clifford Stearns (R-FL)   1/7/1997            9 (9 original)                            n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  105          S.89            Genetic Information Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance Act of 1997      Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      1/21/1997           26 (0 original)                           n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  105          S.422           Genetic Confidentiality and Nondiscrimination Act of 1997                  Pete Domenici (R-NM)      3/11/1997           7 (2 original), excluding 1 withdrawn     n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  105          HR.2198         Genetic Privacy and Nondiscrimination Act of 1997                          Clifford Stearns (R-FL)   7/17/1997           53 (37 original), excluding 1 withdrawn   n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  105          HR.2215         Genetic nondiscrimination in the workplace act                             Joseph Kennedy (D-MA)     7/22/1997           1 (0 original)                            n/a               No. Employment only                                    No.
  105          HR.2216         Genetic Protection in Insurance Coverage Act                               Joseph Kennedy (D-MA)     7/22/1997           0                                         n/a               No. Life and disability insurance only                 No.
  105          S.1045          Genetic Justice Act                                                        Thomas Daschle (D-SD)     7/22/1997           4 (0 original)                            n/a               No. Employment only                                    No.
  106          S.326           Patients\' Bill of Rights Act                                              James Jeffords (R-VT)     1/28/1999           10 (8 original)                           n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  106          S.543           Genetic Information Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance Act of 1999      Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      3/4/1999            7 (6 original)                            n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  106          HR.2457         Genetic Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance and Employment Act of 1999   Louise Slaughter (D-NY)   7/1/1999            164 (17 original)                         n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  106          S.1322          Genetic Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance and Employment Act of 1999   Thomas Daschle (D-SD)     7/1/1999            16 (3 original)                           n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  107          S.19            Protecting Civil Rights for All Americans Act                              Thomas Daschle (D-SD)     1/22/2001           27 (21 original)                          n/a               Yes.                                                   No.\*
  107          HR.602          Genetic Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance and Employment Act           Louise Slaughter (D-NY)   2/13/2001           266 (151 original)                        n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  107          S.318           Genetic Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance and Employment Act           Thomas Daschle (D-SD)     2/13/2001           29 (16 original)                          n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  107          S.382           Genetic Information Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance Act of 2001      Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      2/15/2001           6 (5 original)                            n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  107          S.1995          Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2002                          Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      3/6/2002            10 (7 original)                           n/a               Yes.                                                   Yes.
  108          S.16            Equal Rights and Equal Dignity for All Americans Act of 2003               Thomas Daschle (D-SD)     1/7/2003            27 (21 original)                          n/a               Yes.                                                   No.\*
  108          HR.1910         Genetic Nondiscrimination in Health Insurance and Employment Act           Louise Slaughter (D-NY)   5/1/2003            242 (111 original)                        n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  108          S.1053          Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2003                          Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      5/13/2003           23 (7 original)                           95--0             Yes.                                                   Yes.
  108          HR.3636         Genetic Privacy and Nondiscrimination Act of 2003                          Clifford Stearns (R-FL)   11/21/2003          0                                         n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  108          S.2083          Bipartisan Patient Protection Act of 2004                                  Barbara Boxer (D-CA)      2/12/2004           0                                         n/a               No. Health insurance only                              No.
  109          S.306           Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2005                          Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      2/7/2005            25 (14 original)                          98--0             Yes.                                                   Yes.
  109          HR.1227         Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2005                          Judy Biggert (R-IL)       3/10/2005           244 (37 original)                         n/a               Yes.                                                   Yes.
  109          S.3822          Genomics and Personalized Medicine Act of 2006                             Barack Obama (D-IL)       8/3/2006            0                                         n/a               Yes, as Sense of the Senate                            No.
  109          HR.6125         Taxpayer Protection from Genetic Discrimination Act of 2006                Ron Paul (R-TX)           9/20/2006           0                                         n/a               Yes.                                                   No.
  110          HR.493          Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008                          Louise Slaughter (D-NY)   1/16/2007           224 (143 original)                        414--1            Yes.                                                   Yes.
  110          S.358           Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2007                          Olympia Snowe (R-ME)      1/22/2007           45 (22 original)                          95--0             Yes.                                                   Yes.

Over the 13 years that it took to pass genetic nondiscrimination legislation, there were at least 35 relevant bills introduced of varying scope and involving varying definitions. The deviation from other civil rights laws to exclude disparate impact liability for employers appeared for the first time in S.1995 introduced by Sen. Olympia Snowe in the 107th Congress. It did not appear in a House version until HR.1227 introduced by Rep. Biggert in the 109th Congress.

\*The bill itself does, in a different section and different context not related to genetic nondiscrimination, mentions 'disparate impact'.

###### 

Political Party Control of Congress during GINA's Legislative History.

  Congress                 Control of the U.S. Senate\*   Control of the U.S. House of Representatives\*\*                       
  ------------------------ ------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------- ----- ----- ---
  104 (1995--1997)         52                             48                                                 0       230   204   1
  105 (1997--1999)         55                             45                                                 0       226   207   2
  106 (1999--2001)         55                             45                                                 0       223   211   1
  107 (2001--2003)\*\*\*   49                             50                                                 1 (D)   220   213   2
  108 (2003--2005)         51                             48                                                 1 (D)   229   205   1
  109 (2005--2007)         55                             45                                                 1 (D)   233   201   1
  110 (2007--2009)         49                             49                                                 2 (D)   202   233   0

\*Data from U.S. Senate. 'Party Division'. <https://www.senate.gov/history/partydiv.htm> (last accessed Nov. 24, 2018).

\*\*Data from History, Art & Archives, U.S. House of Representatives. 'Party Divisions of the House of Representatives'. <https://history.house.gov/Institution/Party-Divisions/Party-Divisions/>(last accessed Nov. 24, 2018).

\*\*\*In the 107th Congress, control of the U.S. Senate shifted several times. Senate seats were evenly divided January 3, 2001 to January 20, 2001 with Vice President Al Gore having a tie-breaking vote giving the Democrats the majority. From January 20, 2001 to June 6, 2001, Vice President Richard Cheney held the tie-breaking vote giving the Republicans the majority. The numbers used in this table reflect the period of June 6, 2001 to November 12, 2002, as Senator James Jeffords left the Republican party and caucused with the Democrats as an Independent, thus giving control of the Senate to the Democrats.

Committee reports^[36](#fn36){ref-type="fn"}^ similarly lack detail regarding how the Committee on Health, Employment, Labor, and Pensions (HELP) arrived, after the 2002 hearing, at its compromise that led to the introduction of a unified bipartisan bill.^[37](#fn37){ref-type="fn"}^ The compromise^[38](#fn38){ref-type="fn"}^ made between the Republican^[39](#fn39){ref-type="fn"}^ and Democratic^[40](#fn40){ref-type="fn"}^ versions of the bill ultimately weakened the legislation by narrowing the employers who would be subject to the legislation\'s restrictions, removing the direct cause of action as an enforcement mechanism, and limiting the available remedies for a violation. The HELP Committee noted in 2003, "Due to the unique nature of genetic information and our current understanding of this developing area of science, the Committee has determined that only disparate treatment cases should be permitted under this legislation at this time.^[41](#fn41){ref-type="fn"}^"

Yet it is unclear, and unstated, what led the Committee to this determination, as there is no documentation addressing why facially neutral policies with discriminatory effects on the basis of genetic information would be outside the reach of this law when it was expressly designed as a civil rights statute similar to Title VII, which allows liability for disparate impacts on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin unless the policy is job related and for a business necessity,^[42](#fn42){ref-type="fn"}^ and the ADA, which allows for liability for disparate impacts on the basis of disability.^[43](#fn43){ref-type="fn"}^

When the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) announced its proposed rule for GINA's employment nondiscrimination provisions in 2009,^[44](#fn44){ref-type="fn"}^ the agency reiterated the disparate impact liability exclusion in Section 1635.5: '...a cause of action for disparate impact within the meaning of section 703(k) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000e-k(2), is not available under this part'.^[45](#fn45){ref-type="fn"}^ The EEOC further explained that the proposed rule did not address the study commission 'which is scheduled to begin its work on May 21, 2014'.^[46](#fn46){ref-type="fn"}^ While the EEOC expressly sought public comment that would go beyond the confines of the proposed rule,^[47](#fn47){ref-type="fn"}^ only three dozen (N = 36) written comments were submitted.^[48](#fn48){ref-type="fn"}^ Interestingly, only one comment---submitted by Jeffery Norris on behalf of the Equal Employment Advisory Council and the HR Policy Association---addressed disparate impact liability, having noted the organizations 'fully support' the proposed exclusion at Section 1635.5(b).^[49](#fn49){ref-type="fn"}^ The Final Rule was issued by the EEOC six months later without change to the preamble discussion or relevant section.^[50](#fn50){ref-type="fn"}^

Major news coverage is also unhelpful in clarifying the matter. Between the date the first genetic nondiscrimination bill was introduced (April 23, 1995) and the date GINA was signed into law (May 21, 2008), there were only 34 relevant articles in five major U.S. newspapers (the Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Washington Post) (see Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). None of the articles mentioned 'disparate impact'. Only one of the articles even mentioned---albeit without specific explanation---why the Senate version of the bill with the disparate impact liability exclusion provision was pursued rather than the versions without that provision: Aaron Zitner reported, "Rep. Louise McIntosh Slaughter (D-N.Y.) said violators would face tougher penalties under a bill she filed in the House, which as 221 co-sponsors, including 44 Republicans. But Slaughter said she would urge House members to approve the Senate bill rather than her own to ease its passage into law.^[51](#fn51){ref-type="fn"}^"

###### 

Coverage of GINA's legislative history by Five Major U.S. News Outlets.

  *Date*       *News Outlet*         *Title*                                                                                                                                                                                                                          *Author*
  ------------ --------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
  3/3/1996     Los Angeles Times     The Dots Are Almost Connected....Then What? Mapping the Human Genetic Code; They've almost cracked the human genetic code. That\'s the good news. What happens after that is the harder part                                     Laurie Garrett
  4/12/1996    Washington Post       2 Marines face court-martial over DNA test; Case enters national debate on the use of genetic data                                                                                                                               Bradley Graham
  4/13/1996    New York Times        2 Marines who refused to comply with genetic-testing order face a court-martial                                                                                                                                                  Neil A. Lewis
  6/18/1996    New York Times        Trenton votes strict limits on use of gene tests by insurers                                                                                                                                                                     Jennifer Preston
  4/27/1997    Los Angeles Times     Biotech: The Revolution Is Already Underway; Dolly the cloned sheep made headlines. But she is just one of many living inventions--created by the new world of biology--that are pushing the frontiers of science and society.   Robert Lee Hotz
  7/20/1997    Chicago Tribune       Can laws protect us from our genes?                                                                                                                                                                                              Cindy Schreuder
  2/8/1998     Washington Post       Exposed: computer technology, managed health care and genetic science are all undermining the American tradition of medical privacy, in the name of progress. What can---or should---we do about it?                             Arthur Allen
  11/23/1999   Washington Post       Did freedom alone pay a nation\'s debt? Rep. John Conyers Jr. has a question. He\'s willing to wait a long time for the right answer.                                                                                            Kevin Merida
  2/9/2000     Los Angeles Times     Clinton Curbs use of genetic data; Privacy: Executive order limits federal agencies from gathering or using such information for personnel decisions. Experts call for comprehensive legislation                                 Alissa J. Rubin
  5/23/2000    Washington Post       For DNA, a defining moment; with code revealed, challenge will be to find its meaning and uses series: The Human Blueprint: An Era Dawns                                                                                         Rick Weiss
  6/29/2000    New York Times        Excerpts from the President\'s news conference at the White House                                                                                                                                                                n/a
  1/1/2001     New York Times        New state laws tackle familiar national issues                                                                                                                                                                                   Tamar Lewin
  2/10/2001    New York Times        Commission sues railroad to end genetic testing in work injury cases                                                                                                                                                             Tamar Lewin
  2/21/2001    Wall Street Journal   Confidential! Genetics research is prompting calls for new privacy laws -- before it\'s too late                                                                                                                                 Antonio Regalado
  4/19/2001    Los Angeles Times     Railroad settles genetic testing case; workplace: Burlington Northern accepts order barring the worker exams in an important test case against the practice                                                                      Lisa Girion
  6/24/2001    New York Times        Bush Supports federal law putting limits on DNA tests                                                                                                                                                                            David Sanger
  6/24/2001    Chicago Tribune       Bush favors ban on gene-based discrimination. Abuse by insurers, employers feared                                                                                                                                                David Sanger
  4/30/2002    Wall Street Journal   Genetics\' Venter uses his profit for new causes                                                                                                                                                                                 Scott Hensley
  10/15/2003   Chicago Tribune       Senators vote to bar employer gene tests                                                                                                                                                                                         Aaron Zitner
  10/15/2003   Los Angeles Times     Senate Blocks Genetic Discrimination; Lawmakers vote 95 to 0 to prohibit companies from using such test data in job and health coverage decisions, or in assessing premiums.                                                     Aaron Zitner
  10/30/2003   Wall Street Journal   Breast-Cancer Genes Raise Questions                                                                                                                                                                                              Mike Waldholz
  2/6/2004     Wall Street Journal   Bill Seeking to Ban DNA Discrimination Isn't Really Necessary                                                                                                                                                                    Sharon Begley
  3/7/2005     Los Angeles Times     Genes and financial fears                                                                                                                                                                                                        n/a
  6/20/2005    Chicago Tribune       Genetics and Fear                                                                                                                                                                                                                n/a
  10/15/2005   New York Times        The Knicks Have a Test Case in Medical Ethics                                                                                                                                                                                    Liz Robbins
  12/28/2005   Washington Post       Act now to prevent genetic discrimination                                                                                                                                                                                        Susanne B. Haga and Huntington F. Willard
  4/27/2007    Chicago Tribune       Genetic bill passes with ease, irony                                                                                                                                                                                             Jim Tankersley
  2/24/2008    New York Times        Fear of Insurance Trouble leads many to shun or hide DNA tests                                                                                                                                                                   Amy Harmon
  4/23/2008    New York Times        Genetic-Discrimination Ban moves ahead in Congress                                                                                                                                                                               Andrew Pollack
  4/24/2008    Washington Post       Ban on Genetic-Test Bias May Pass Senate                                                                                                                                                                                         Rick Weiss
  4/25/2008    Chicago Tribune       Senate: DNA bias not legal: House expected to pass ban on use of genetic profiles against workers                                                                                                                                Judith Graham
  4/25/2008    Los Angeles Times     Senate backs privacy for genetic data; The landmark bill would shield people from insurance and job discrimination based on test results                                                                                         Ricardo Alonso-Zaldivar
  5/2/2008     Los Angeles Times     Ban on genetic bias is passed by House                                                                                                                                                                                           Jonathan D. Rockoff
  5/2/2008     New York Times        Congress Passes Bill to Bar Bias Based On Genes                                                                                                                                                                                  Amy Harmon

A search using Proquest U.S. Major Dailies newspaper database (which includes The New York Times, Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal, the Los Angeles Times, and the Chicago Tribune) with the search string DNA + discrimination + employment + bill was performed, and results were limited to those between April 23, 1995 (the date the first bill was introduced) and May 21, 2008 (the date GINA was signed into law). A manual review of the 50 total search results identified 34 relevant articles.

After reviewing the legislative history, it seems reasonable to conclude that the exclusion of disparate impact liability from the genetic nondiscrimination legislation was not a carefully deliberated decision based on actual congressional findings of fact or strong policy justifications. Rather, the feature was viewed as an improvement upon earlier versions because of (1) the ongoing challenges that legislators had in navigating the scientific concepts while drafting workable definitions for the legislation (such what 'genetic information' would be protected); (2) inflated, but frequently repeated, concerns voiced by legislation\'s opponents that potential conflicting regulatory obligations and inadvertent acquisitions of genetic information would open the floodgates to employer liability;^[52](#fn52){ref-type="fn"}^ and (3) the desire to message this prophylactic legislation as both sufficiently narrow and urgently needed.

Interestingly, Senator Michael Enzi emphasized the importance of 'consistency' and stated that the bill 'must not deviate from other employment discrimination laws, namely, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Americans with Disabilities Act, with regard to enforcement and remedies'.^[53](#fn53){ref-type="fn"}^ Yet the unified bipartisan bill that resulted did, in fact, conspicuously deviate by excluding disparate impact liability. While Senator Thomas Daschle argued '...a non-enforceable right is no right at all. Strong remedies are the best way to ensure compliance...'^[54](#fn54){ref-type="fn"}^ and while the fervent opposition was mainly directed at (1) the proposed private cause of action in the health insurance discrimination provisions^[55](#fn55){ref-type="fn"}^ and (2) the ability to seek judicial relief without exhausting administrative process first, disparate impact liability was nixed from the unified bill. The exclusion remained absent, however, from the House version until the 109th Congress.^[56](#fn56){ref-type="fn"}^

When this legislative history is viewed within the broader context of employment discrimination law, it is hard to refute that GINA's disparate impact liability exclusion was the latest tactic used by Republicans in their protracted effort to pull the United States back from substantive equality and to dismantle disparate impact liability in employment (and other areas of) law. The Democrats' willingness to give up, at least temporarily, on disparate impact liability is aligned with the possibility that they saw gaining formal equality nondiscrimination protections for genetic information as better than nothing at all (ie GINA's protections were necessary but insufficient).

CONGRESS'S UNFINISHED BUSINESS {#sec4}
==============================

Regardless of how or why it arrived, the disparate impact liability exclusion became law when GINA was passed in 2008, as did the rest of Section 208 that contained the plans that Congress revisit whether disparate impact liability should be enabled after commission issued a report with recommendations. Notably, Section 208 was not drafted as optional. Rather, the plain language of Section 208 was such that the study commission\'s establishment was springing or, in other words, automatic (ie upon the sixth anniversary of GINA on May 21, 2014, the commission was established regardless of whether any members were appointed in advance);^[57](#fn57){ref-type="fn"}^ the eight appointments of members were eight distinct statutory obligations, not merely permissions for the specified offices (as evinced by repetition of the words 'shall be appointed' when describing the authority of each office to appoint a member to the commission);^[58](#fn58){ref-type="fn"}^ and the work product to be delivered was subject to a hard deadline so the commission could not continue or be at impasse indefinitely (as indicated by 'not later than 1 year after all of the members are appointed').^[59](#fn59){ref-type="fn"}^ These obligations, however, were perhaps illusory: who could lawfully or would politically hold those charged with the statutory obligation to appoint a member to the study commission accountable for failing to do so?^[60](#fn60){ref-type="fn"}^

To date, there is no information readily available to indicate that any member of Congress enumerated in GINA as obligated to appoint a member to the commission has done so. Nor is there information readily available to indicate that the Genetic Nondiscrimination Study Commission has commenced work or delivered the requisite report. If complying with the letter of GINA, the appointments to the commission are now more than four years overdue. Unfortunately, GINA contains no citizen suit provision^[61](#fn61){ref-type="fn"}^ that would allow private citizens the ability to compel performance by the enumerated members of Congress (see Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}) or, alternatively, the commission envisioned by Section 208.

###### 

Elected Officials with the Obligation to Appoint One Member to the Genetic Nondiscrimination Study Commission Established by Statute on May 21, 2014.

  Congressional Office                                                                                                 Congress   Elected Official
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------------------
  Senate Majority Leader                                                                                               113th      Harry Reid (D-NV)
                                                                                                                       114th      Mitch McConnell (R-KY)
                                                                                                                       115th      Mitch McConnell (R-KY)
  Senate Minority Leader                                                                                               113th      Mitch McConnell (R-KY)
                                                                                                                       114th      Harry Reid (D-NV)
                                                                                                                       115th      Charles Schumer (D-NY)
  House Speaker                                                                                                        113th      John Boehner (R-OH)
                                                                                                                       114th      Paul Ryan (R-WI)
                                                                                                                       115th      Paul Ryan (R-WI)
  House Minority Leader                                                                                                113th      Nanci Pelosi (D-CA)
                                                                                                                       114th      Nanci Pelosi (D-CA)
                                                                                                                       115th      Nanci Pelosi (D-CA)
  Senate HELP Committee Chair                                                                                          113th      Tom Harkin (D-IA)
                                                                                                                       114th      Lamar Alexander (R-TN)
                                                                                                                       115th      Lamar Alexander (R-TN)
  Senate HELP Committee Ranking Member                                                                                 113th      Lamar Alexander (R-TN)
                                                                                                                       114th      Patty Muray (D-WA)
                                                                                                                       115th      Patty Muray (D-WA)
  House Committee on Education and Labor (Later renamed the Committee on Education and the Workforce) Chair            113th      John Kline (R-MN)
                                                                                                                       114th      John Kline (R-MN)
                                                                                                                       115th      Virginia Foxx (R-NC)
  House Committee on Education and Labor (Later renamed the Committee on Education and the Workforce) Ranking Member   113th      George Miller (D-CA)
                                                                                                                       114th      Robert C. Scott (D-CA)
                                                                                                                       115th      Robert C. Scott (D-CA)

As per Section 208(c) of GINA, each of the offices listed below (regardless of the individual who held that office) was to appoint one member to the study commission.

DISPARATE IMPACT LIABILITY FOR GENETIC DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT AND BEYOND {#sec5}
==============================================================================

It is relevant, perhaps, to note that *non*discrimination is not necessarily synonymous with *anti*discrimination.^[62](#fn62){ref-type="fn"}^ One could argue that the former is passive (an observation of absence) and the other active (a counterbalancing force). In that sense, a *non*discrimination approach does not go as far as an *anti*discrimination approach would or should. GINA purports to be a forward-looking statute but does so in perhaps the most myopic^[63](#fn63){ref-type="fn"}^ way possible. Perhaps given the law\'s name involving *non*discrimination (rather than *anti*discrimination, fairness, or equality), it should not be a surprise that it deviates significantly from the employment discrimination statutes that preceded it (Title VII, ADA, and ADEA). As other scholars have observed,^[64](#fn64){ref-type="fn"}^ those preceding statutes were all focused on non-subordination (even if they have included anticlassification aspects) in that they allowed disparate impact liability, allowed affirmative action as remedial measures, and required reasonable accommodations. Looking at non-subordination and substantive equality is what 'tells us where GINA falls short."^[65](#fn65){ref-type="fn"}^

Much of previous scholarship on GINA as a nondiscrimination law has centered on the fact that pre-GINA employment discrimination statutes were retrospective and trying to correct historical oppression of groups and that GINA is different, in part, because society has not recognized, stigmatized, marginalized, or oppressed 'a visible underclass'^[66](#fn66){ref-type="fn"}^---or individuals have not yet developed obvious 'genetic identities' similar to our racial/ethnic, gender, and (dis)abled identities.^[67](#fn67){ref-type="fn"}^ GINA's preemptive approach has been viewed as distinctive, and GINA's mandated privacy practices to promote nondiscrimination have been viewed by some as a means to benefit everyone, regardless of any 'genetic identities'.^[68](#fn68){ref-type="fn"}^

Preventing the 'insidious creation of a genetic underclass that is denied participation in the liberal economy'^[69](#fn69){ref-type="fn"}^ requires us to go beyond genomic sequence data, beyond disparate treatment liability, and beyond the employment context. GINA establishes an indefinite number of protected classes and asserts that use of genetic information is always an unfair basis upon which to make employment decisions intentionally. By not enabling disparate impact liability, however, victims only have legal remedy if they can demonstrate the employer\'s use of pretext or mixed motives^[70](#fn70){ref-type="fn"}^ and countless genetic underclasses could persist or expand. Moreover, GINA was already severely limited in scope by not anticipating and staving off numerous potential genetic underclasses in education, housing, lending, commerce, federally funded or run programs, and other opportunities.

Since GINA's passage in 2008, genetic science and technologies have developed and expanded, and the number of individuals having their genomes analysed---whether clinically, as part of participation in research, or through direct-to-consumer options---has increased dramatically. The personal genomics industry continues to grow, and gaining access to genomic information is becoming easier for individuals in the United States.^[71](#fn71){ref-type="fn"}^ However, public awareness of GINA remains low, and there has been relatively little GINA litigation.^[72](#fn72){ref-type="fn"}^ While the Affordable Care Act has rendered GINA Title I protections moot by expanding health insurance nondiscrimination rights,^[73](#fn73){ref-type="fn"}^ GINA Title II remains valuable legislation to protect individuals' genetic privacy and nondiscrimination rights in the workplace.^[74](#fn74){ref-type="fn"}^ It is important for legislation to keep up with the pace of the technology, meet the emerging challenges, and close gaps in legal nondiscrimination protections once discovered.

Congress has unfinished business, and scholars in relevant fields (including but not limited to genetics, bioinformatics, anthropology, sociology, biomedical science, etc.) must conduct empirical and normative research that could inform the policy work not yet completed. After 10 years of GINA and countless developments in genomics and informatics, it is time to revisit disparate impact liability and to do so with a progressive eye not only toward genetic information but also other 'big data'. The Genetic Nondiscrimination Study Commission should be empaneled and commence work to issue a report as soon as possible. Among the many issues the commission and Congress should consider is that fairness and equality in the future will require a more progressive vision than passive approaches that prohibit only overt discrimination. With genetics, statistical discrimination is a substantial problem: linkage disequilibrium means that many (of not most) 'neutral' policies based on manifested traits and conditions that could themselves be job-related would create one or more genetic underclasses that we as a society would not want to create. One way to promote substantive equality would be for Congress to incentivize the documentation of antidiscrimination measures^[75](#fn75){ref-type="fn"}^ taken by employers to ensure that not only are practices and policies free from overt, intentional genetic discrimination but also proactively designed to minimize discriminatory effects. Another topic ripe for study by the commission is whether and how an employer\'s failure to prevent disparate impacts might give rise to an inference of disparate treatment.^[76](#fn76){ref-type="fn"}^ With advances in big data and informatics, it is increasingly difficult to rely on categories as 'protected classes', because the increased granularity with which data can be segmented enables extensive discrimination on levels that would evade identification as a visible underclass. If disparate impact liability is not available and a return to non-subordination principles is not taken to promote equality, it will be increasingly difficult to enforce the current civil rights laws, including but not limited to GINA. A disparate impact claim would be one in which a neutral employment policy (ie a policy that is not explicitly based on genetic information) nevertheless has disproportionate effects on groups of individuals based on genetic information. This could potentially be the most important type of nondiscrimination protections for individuals who, despite not expressing a trait or being symptomatic, have heightened genetic risks for conditions with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity. This also could potentially be the most important type of genetic nondiscrimination protection when one views genetics through an omnigenic model of phenotypic variation.^[77](#fn77){ref-type="fn"}^ Policymakers will increasingly need assistance from the scientific community to understand where an appropriate line is to be drawn between fair and unfair genetic discrimination.
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